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Vladimir Putin issued a 27-page executive order on Thursday instructing the federal
government to devise new mechanisms to rein in online media and limit Internet users’
anonymity.

Titled “Development Strategies for Russian Information Society from 2017 to 2030,” the
president is giving the government six months to reform its strategy for policing “means of
providing access to information that are similar to the mass media.” The executive order
argues that new measures are necessary to ensure the quality and reliability of information
provided to the public.

Putin’s order specifies that the new policing mechanisms should apply to Internet television
networks, news aggregators, social networks, and instant messengers, as well as “any
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websites.” The president offered no details about how these media should be regulated
further, but his order stresses that the state should offer additional support to traditional
media like television, radio, print newspapers, and libraries.

Currently, the official news media in Russia faces some restrictions that do not apply to many
online outlets. For example, a court can revoke a news organization’s operating license, if it
receives two warnings from Roskomnadzor, Russia’s federal censor. Foreigners are also
banned by law from owning more than 20 percent of any Russian news company.

As the newspaper Vedomosti points out, Putin’s development strategies demand new
strategic planning by the government, but not necessarily new legislative initiatives. One way
or another, existing laws already regulate the Internet media in ways described in Putin’s
order.

For example, any website, social network, or instant messenger today can be classified as an
“information-dissemination organizer,” added to a federal registry, and forced to store all
user data in Russia and share the information with local law enforcement. Beginning next
year, these online services will need to store massive archives of user data, as well.

The executive order also contains language calling for the a new “system of trust” to
guarantee Internet users’ personal data and “eliminate the anonymity and impunity of
Internet users who violate the law.”

In April, State Duma deputy Vitaly Milonov, the man who spearheaded Russia’s ban on “gay
propaganda,” introduced draft legislation that would ban anonymity online and prohibit
children under 14 from registering on social networks.
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